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Viscoelastic Dissipation in
Compact Bone: Implications for
Stress-Induced Fluid Flow in Bone
Viscoelastic properties of wet and dry human compact bone were studied in torsion
in bending for both the longitudinal and transverse directions at frequencies from 5
to 5 kHz in bending to more than 50 kHz in torsion. Two series of tests were don
different longitudinal and transverse specimens from a human tibia. Wet bone exhib
larger viscoelastic damping tand (phase between stress and strain sinusoids) than
bone over a broad range of frequency. All the results had in common a relative mini
in tand over a frequency range, 1 to 100 Hz, which is predominantly contained in no
activities. This behavior is inconsistent with an optimal ‘‘design’’ for bone as a sh
absorber. There was no definitive damping peak in the range of frequencies exp
which could be attributed to fluid flow in the porosity of bone.@S0148-0731~00!00102-3#
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1 Introduction

1.1 Bone Viscoelastic Properties. Viscoelasticity includes
phenomena such as creep, relaxation, and dynamic response
loss angled is the phase angle between stress and strain du
oscillatory~dynamic! loading. Dynamic viscoelasticity is referre
to as internal friction, and recoverable viscoelasticity as anela
ity. Viscoelasticity in bone has been known since Rauber@1# stud-
ied creep as well as anisotropy and strength of bone.

Viscoelastic damping in bone as quantified by the loss tang
tand, is intermediate between that of polymers and metals. P
mers exhibit values from 0.1 in the glassy state to 1 or more in
glass–rubber transition. In structural metals such as steel, b
and aluminum, viscoelastic effects are usually small: tand is 1023

or less; as small as 3.631026 for some aluminum alloys. Com
pact bone, at physiological frequencies from 0.1 to 10 Hz, exhi
tand on the order 0.01 to 0.02, intermediate between values s
in metals and polymers. In Fig. 1, results in shear obtained
several authors are combined. Observe that the loss tange
shear of wet compact bone attains a broadminimum over the
frequency range associated with most bodily activities. Here,
ferent kinds of bone are compared since no one experimental
dality covered a sufficient portion of the time or frequency sca
Also shown in Fig. 1 is a Debye peak~Eq. ~2!! in tand, corre-
sponding, by Fourier transformation, to a single exponential~Eq.
~1!! in the creep or relaxation behavior, and corresponding t
three element spring-dashpot model. Observe that the loss tan
of bone occupies a much larger region of the frequency dom
than a Debye peak.

Contributed by the Bioengineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
BIOMECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Manuscript received by the Bioengineering Div
sion March 9, 1999; revised manuscript received November 30, 1999. Asso
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1.2 Structure and Causal Mechanisms. Viscoelasticity in
bone arises from a variety of mechanisms. Since bone is a hie
chical composite, which contains structure at multiple leng
scales, viscoelasticity can arise from multiple processes at
different scales. On the molecular scale, collagen as a prote
ceous phase can give rise to significant viscoelasticity@2#. The
similarity of shapeof the relaxation curves for bone and demine
alized bone as obtained by Sasaki et al.@2# is suggestive of a
major role for collagen over the time scale studied. The followi
caveat suggests itself. At a grosser scale, there are also m
interfacessuch as the cement lines between osteons~which are
large, 200-mm-dia, hollow fibers!, and the boundaries betwee
lamellae within osteons, in bone. A thin layer of a protei
polysaccharide substance occurs at cement line interfaces. Ce
lines are compliant@3#. Viscous-like cement line motion gives ris
to a portion of the viscoelasticity in bone, particularly at lon
times@4#. The mineral phase of bone is crystalline hydroxyapat
which is virtually elastic; it provides the stiffness of bone. The
moelastic coupling is a causal mechanism in which damp
arises from stress-induced heat flow from the material to its e
ronment or between different heterogeneities in the mate
Thermoelastic damping from heat flow between osteons may
count for some of the damping between 0.01 Hz and 10 Hz@5,6#.
Damping from lamellae of an osteon would occur at higher f
quency due to their smaller scale. The magnitude of thermoela
damping depends on the degree of heterogeneity, but that is
well known. Piezoelectric coupling was considered as a damp
mechanism by Lakes and Katz@5,6#, but was judged to have a
negligible contribution to the damping of bone.

Viscoelasticity can also result from fluid flow in porous med
@7#, including hard tissue such as bone@5,6# and soft tissue such a
cardiac muscle@8# and spinal disks. Stress-induced fluid flow ca
be explored indirectly via the viscoelastic effects that occur a
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result. An indirect approach is appropriate for bone since it wo
be difficult to measure fluid flow directly in the small voids with
bone. Fluid flow in bone is of particular interest since it is
hypothetical stimulus for bone remodeling@9–12#.

It is the purpose of the present study to examine experimen
the viscoelasticity of wet and dry cortical bone in the longitudin
and transverse directions in both bending and torsion over a w
range of frequency. The aim is to elucidate causal mechanis
specifically fluid flow. Bending and torsion responses are co
pared since the volume change that occurs in bending is expe
to give rise to a damping peak due to fluid flow in the Havers
systems. Wet and dry are compared since only fully hydra
bone can give rise to a damping peak due to fluid flow. Long
dinal and transverse directions are also explored since the an
ropy in bone’s permeability and the orientation of Haversian a
other canals could give rise to differences in time constants
damping magnitudes associated with fluid flow.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Viscoelastic Experiment. Viscoelastic measurement
were performed in torsion at ambient temperature using
apparatus developed by Chen and Lakes@13# and refined by
Brodt et al.@14#. The wide frequency range, up to 11 decades
time and frequency, is obtained by eliminating resonan
from the devices used for loading and for displacement m
surement, by minimizing the inertia attached to the specim
and by use of a geometry giving rise to a simple specim
resonance structure amenable to simple analysis. Higher freq
cies ~1 kHz to 100 kHz! became accessible following desig
modifications permitting study of higher harmonic modes@15#.
The rationale for such a method is that bone and other compo
do not obey time-temperature superposition. In some polym
that obey superposition, one can infer material properties o
a wider range of frequency from test results taken at differ
temperatures.

Fig. 1 tan d for human compact bone, adapted from data of
Lakes et al. †29‡ for wet human tibial bone at 37°C „calculated
from relaxation, solid squares, j; directly measured, m…, from
curve fit of Sasaki et al. †2‡ to data for wet bovine femoral bone
„open squares, h…. Also shown are results of Thompson †42‡
for whole dog radius at acoustic frequencies „diamond, L…, of
wet human femoral bone by Lakes †43‡ via a piezoelectric ultra-
sonic oscillator „diamonds, l…, and of Adler and Cook †44‡ at
ultrasonic frequency for canine bone at room temperature
„open triangles, n…. Damping at low frequency inferred from
long-term creep by Park and Lakes †45‡, plus ¿. For compari-
son, a Debye peak is shown „inverted triangles ¹…. the peak can
occur at any frequency, depending on the material.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Torque ~sinusoidal for dynamic studies and step function f
creep studies! was produced electromagnetically by a Helmho
coil acting upon a high-intensity neodymium iron boron magnet
the free end of the cylindrical bone specimen. Angular displa
ment of the free end was measured via laser light reflected fro
small mirror upon the magnet to a split-diode light detector. To
sion was achieved by applying current to the vertical coil sho
in Fig. 2. Bending moments were applied by applying current
the horizontal coil. Bending deformation was detected by inse
ing a Dove prism into the light beam path to change direction
the beam motion from vertical to horizontal. The phase anglew
between torque and angular displacement was measured usin
SR850 digital lock-in amplifier with a claimed phase resolution
0.001 deg corresponding to tand51.7531025. Actual phase reso-
lution was limited by noise. Phase resolution was less than
size of the data points in the graphs, except at the lower frequ
cies, where noise was problematical; there resolution was ab
1023. Data reduction was conducted using the relationship for
torsional rigidity of a viscoelastic cylinder with an attached ma
at one end and fixed at the other end.

For the present data of relatively low loss near the first re
nance, it was sufficient to treat the bone cylinder and magnet
single-degree-of-freedom oscillator to obtaind, the material phase
angle, fromw, the structural phase angle, in the subresonant
gion. The lumped relations are as follows:uG* u5G8A11tan2 d
and tand5tanw(12(v/v0)

2). Here,v0 is the first natural frequency
andv is frequency.G8 is the storage shear modulus~a measure of
stiffness!, the real part of the complex dynamic shear modul
G* . Moduli were inferred from the following quasistatic relation
at low frequency. For torsion, the shear modulus isuG* u
5uM* uL/f(0.5pr 4) and for bending Young’s modulus isuE* u
'uM* uL/0.25pr 4f. uM* u is the applied moment,L is the speci-
men length,r is its radius,f is the end angular displacemen
inferred from micrometer calibration of the light detector. At th
resonance angular frequenciesv0 in torsion and bending,
damping, tand, was calculated from the width of the dynami

Fig. 2 Experimental configuration, the instrument uses elec-
tromagnetic force from the Helmholtz coil upon the end magnet
to generate torque, and a measurement of the deflection of a
reflected laser beam to determine end angular displacement.
High frequencies are attainable since the measurement system
contains little inertia.
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 167
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compliance curve using the widthDv at half maximum of the
curve of dynamic structural complianceu/M* according to tand
'(1/A3)(Dv/v0). Studies were conducted at ambient tempe
ture, 22°C. Wet specimens were kept wet via a slow drip ove
gauze layer surrounding the specimen.

2.2 Bone Specimens. The donor for the bone was a Cauc
sian male, six feet tall and 135 pounds, who died at age 75
pneumonia. The bone used was the mid-diaphyseal portion of
man’s right tibia. Our decision to test bone specimens taken f
a tibia was based on the fact that of the long bones in the hu
body, the three-sided tibia provides the best site from whic
usable-sized ‘‘transverse’’ specimen can be taken. The body
been maintained fresh frozen. Bone sections were frozen in i
vidually sealed plastic bags until they were thawed for machini
Freezing appears not to affect mechanical properties of bone
nificantly @16–18#. One tibia was used in this study since:~i!
multiple tests over a wide frequency range were time-consum
and ~ii ! comparison of torsion, bending, longitudinal, transver
wet, and dry conditions for the same bone was of interest. T
complete series of experiments were conducted for different
gitudinal and transverse specimens from this tibia. It is recogni
that, given biological variability, a greater number of specime
and bones is desirable. However, owing to the time-consum
nature of these experiments, such study is reserved for the fu

Specimens were rough cut with a band saw, then turned
diameter of 3 mm using a small table-top lathe. The transve
specimen was 12 mm long. The longitudinal specimen was
mm long. One end of each specimen was drilled and tappe
receive a 0-90 screw for attachment to a magnet. After machin
the specimens were either mounted directly into the appar
while moist with Ringer’s solution, or they were frozen whi
moist with Ringer’s solution. An antibacterial agent, ‘‘Comple
Remedy’’~Wardley Watercare!, an aquarium disinfectant contain
ing 3.3 percent sodium chlorite, was incorporated, one drop
two cups of Ringer’s solution, to prevent bone decay. This
greater than the dosage recommended for fish aquariums
factor of about five. The disinfectant is not considered likely
influence bone properties at concentrations comparable to t
tolerable by living fish. No evidence of such influence was e
dent. After bone specimens had been tested while wet, they w
allowed to air dry in the laboratory’s ambient environment un
their mass ceased changing over time~their moisture content
reached equilibrium!. They were then tested again in both torsi
and bending. There were eight trials involving wet, dry, torsio
bending, longitudinal, and transverse orientation.

Values for shear and Young’s moduli of elasticity as well
the resultant maximum strains due to torsion and bending w
calculated for the specimen in its wet condition at a drivi
frequency of 10 Hz. Maximum surface strain was calculated fr
the observed end angular displacement in torsion and bend
Since applied torque was so small, maximum strain was much
than failure strain. Density was calculated as mass divided
specimen volume as calculated from dimensions. This is refe
to as apparent density; porosity was not considered in
calculation.

3 Results

3.1 Modulus and Density. Values for shear and Young’
moduli of elasticity as well as the resultant maximum strains d
to torsion and bending were calculated for the specimen in its
condition at a driving frequency of 10 Hz. These calculatio
were done based on the analytical solution for bending and tor
of a circular cylinder. For the first wet longitudinal specimen, t
shear modulusG was 3.42 GPa, Young’s modulusE was 12.8
GPa, and the maximum shear and bending strains,g and«, were
1.9 and 0.48mstrain. These strains are well within the ranges
both linear viscoelasticity and physiological loading. Moreov
the moduli and densities are within the accepted normal range
168 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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bone. Specifically, Reilly and Burstein@19# deduce for compact
bone a range of Young’s modulus of 6 to 24 GPa, depending
mineralization, porosity, and method; they measured 17 GPa
a density of 1.8 g/cm3. As for shear modulus, Reilly and Burstei
@19# deduceG53.1 and 5.4 GPa by other authors; they measu
G53.3 GPa. The wet density of specimen L8 was 1.90 g/c3,
and its dry density~with relative humidity 55 percent! was 1.81
g/cm3. Wet density may be converted to water content via
method of Sasaki and Enyo@20#.

For transverse specimen TA1 when wet, the shear moduluG
was 2.7 GPa, Young’s modulusE was 9.3 GPa, and the maximum
shear and bending strains,g and «, were 2.19 and 0.55mstrain.
Wet apparent density was 2.14 g/cm3, and dry apparent density
~with relative humidity of 76 percent! was 2.01 g/cm3.

3.2 Loss Tangent. Results for tand versus frequency for
the various conditions are shown in Figs. 3–6. For each figu
two sets of plots are given, corresponding to the two sets of sp
mens. All the plots have in common a relative minimum in tand
over a frequency range predominantly contained in normal ac
ties. A similar minimum is evident in the results in Fig. 1, derive
from various authors and bone from different anatomic sites.

The four curves for dry bone~Fig. 3! show similar behavior for
the longitudinal bending and torsion results. Transverse bend
and torsion results were similar and exhibited higher tand than
longitudinal below 10 Hz. These results are similar for freque
cies greater than 10 Hz. Since there is not fluid flow in a d

Fig. 3 Comparison of measured tan d for dry bone, top, first
specimen; bottom, second specimen. Torsion: transverse, n;
longitudinal, m. Bending: transverse, h; longitudinal, j.
Transactions of the ASME
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specimen, differences in damping must come from other cau
The most likely cause is molecular mobility in collagen or in oth
biopolymers.

The four curves for wet bone~Fig. 4! show similar behavior
for all cases except transverse torsion, which exhibited lo
damping than the others at the lower frequencies. The dif
ence is substantially greater than the phase resolution of
instrumentation.

The four curves for transverse bone~Fig. 5! show similar be-
havior above 100 Hz. Below 100 Hz, the results from the wet a
dry torsion tests and the dry bending test all are similar, wh
tand for the wet bending test was substantially higher than for
others.

The four curves for longitudinal bone~Fig. 6! show similar
behavior in torsion and bending for wet bone and for dry bo
tand for wet bone substantially exceeds tand for dry bone, par-
ticularly below 100 Hz. This trend is different from that observ
in Fig. 5 for transverse bone in which only wet bending differ
significantly from the others. All wet tand results are higher than
the corresponding dry tand results.

4 Discussion

4.1 Phenomena and Comparisons. All the plots have in
common a relative minimum in tand over a frequency range pre
dominantly contained in normal activities. These results supp
the evidence for such a minimum~in Fig. 1!, derived from results
in shear for bone from various anatomic sites by different auth
This minimum in damping at physiologic frequencies is incons

Fig. 4 Comparison of measured tan d for wet bone, top, first
specimen; bottom, second specimen. Torsion: transverse, n;
longitudinal, m. Bending: transverse, h; longitudinal, j.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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tent with an optimal shock-absorbing role for bone@21# based on
its viscoelastic response, though shock absorption by bone
play some role. As for axial deformation such as occurs in be
ing, results obtained by various authors@22–27#, were converted
to a common representation and compared by Lakes and
@28#. Their analysis of the axial relaxation results of Lugassy a
Korostoff @24# implies tand'0.015 at 0.0016 Hz and tand'0.045
at 0.016 Hz. This is a reasonable agreement with the curren
sults for bending. By contrast, the axial constant strain rate res
of McElhaney@25# imply tand'0.15 at 1.6 Hz, an order of mag
nitude too high. Such stress-strain curves are graphically app
ing; nevertheless, they are inconsistent with the present resul
well as with other literature. The discrepancy may result fro
nonlinear viscoelastic behavior not accounted for in the trans
mation process, from differences in the bone, or from experim
tal artifacts. Sasaki et al.@2# studied relaxation in bovine femora
bone for times from 10 s to 105 s ~about one day!. The shortest
time studied in these tests corresponds to about 0.016 Hz in
frequency domain. Relaxation was similar in torsion and bend
in qualitative agreement with the present results.

Curve fitting of viscoelastic data may employ a single expon
tial in relaxationE(t) in the time domain,

E~ t !5E21E1e2t/tr, (1)

with t r as a relaxation time.
The frequency domain response is related to the time dom

response by Fourier transformation. The corresponding De
peak in tand in the frequency domain is

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured tan d for transverse cut bone,
top, first specimen; bottom, second specimen. Torsion: dry, n;
wet, m. Bending: dry, h; wet, j.
APRIL 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 169
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with tm5t rA11D as a time constant,v52pv as angular fre-
quency, andv as frequency. A sample Debye peak is shown
Fig. 1. The relaxation strengthD is defined as the change i
stiffness during relaxation divided by the stiffness at long time

D5
E~0!2E~`!

E~`!
5E1 /E2 . (3)

HereE(`) is the relaxation modulus at infinite time andE(0) is
the relaxation modulus at zero time. For small damping the p
height is tand'D/2. The observed loss tangent of bone occupie
much larger region of the frequency domain than a Debye pe

Sasaki et al.@2# fitted their results with a superposition of
stretched exponential or KWW~after Kohlrausch, Williams,
Watts! form and a Debye model~Eq. ~2!!. The KWW form is:

E~ t !5~E~0!2E~`!!e2~ t/tr !b
1E~`!, (4)

with 0,b<1, E(0) andE(`) as constants,t is time, andt r is a
characteristic relaxation time.

The dynamic behavior corresponding to the KWW relaxation
tand in the form of a broad peak with tanD'v2b for frequencies
v well above the peak. The general increase in tand with decreas-
ing frequency below 1 Hz is characteristic of the present resu
the results of Lakes et al.@29# and the model of Sasaki et al.@2#.
Moreover, a triangle-shaped relaxation spectrum for the long-t
region used by Lakes and Katz@6# also gives an increase in tand

Fig. 6 Comparison of measured tan d for longitudinal cut
bone, top, first specimen; bottom, second specimen. Torsion:
dry, n; wet, m. Bending: dry, h; wet, j.
170 Õ Vol. 122, APRIL 2000
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with decreasing frequency. By numerically transforming t
Sasaki results for torsion, we obtain tand'0.0078 at 1022 Hz,
tand'0.021 at 1023 Hz, and 0.039 at 1024 Hz. The bovine bone
used by Sasaki et al.@2# generally has moderately lower dampin
than human bone; however, the computed value at 0.01 H
significantly lower than values reported here and elsewhere. S
the shortest time in the Sasaki data, 10 s, corresponds to 0.016
the model cannot be expected to apply at shorter times or lo
frequencies than those present in the experimental data. The
constant in the Debye model used by Sasaki et al.@2# in all cases
exceeds 105 s, the longest time examined. Therefore their curve
does not provide evidence for existence of a Debye peak. As
hydration, Sasaki and Enyo@20# studied bone viscoelasticity as
function of water content. They found that the slower modes
relaxation became more important as water content increased

The present results show an increasing tand at high frequency.
This region of behavior has not been explored previously by o
ers, and is not treated by models such as those of Sasaki et al@2#,
which treat long-time, low-frequency behavior.

4.2 Mechanisms. Several causal mechanisms give rise to
single exponential in relaxation or creep, consequently a De
peak in tand. For example, the classical Biot@7# theory predicts
that fluid flow in communicating porosity of a single size sca
gives rise to such a peak. The magnitude of the expected peak
be evaluated by calculating the relaxation strengthD ~Eq. ~3!!
associated with the fluid flow process. The width of a Debye pe
on a logarithmic frequency scale is shown for comparison w
experimental results in Fig. 1.

Tissues actually contain structure, including porosity, with
hierarchical distribution of length scales@3,30#, which can give
rise to a distribution of relaxation times, most easily surveyed
data over many decades of time or frequency are presented
logarithmic scale. Haversian canals have diameters of order
mm. They comprise the coarse vascular porosity and tend to or
primarily with the longitudinal axes of long bones. The lacun
are roughly ellipsoidal and have dimensions of about 10315
325mm @31,32#, and have a volume fraction of approximately
percent in cortical bone. Canaliculi, having a gross volume fr
tion of approximately 5 percent, are minute channels having
ameters of order 0.35mm. They connect lacunae to each other a
ultimately to the vascular porosity@33–35#. The varying length
scales and orientations of these porosities can result in anisotr
stiffnesses and fluid conductivities in cortical bone.

To explore the effect of the fluid phase numerically, bone m
trix and the roughly cylindrical porosities of Haversian cana
were idealized on the microscale as periodic fluid–solid comp
ites and subject finite element unit cell modeling@36#. Figure 7
shows the Haversian bone model. The solid phase was assum
be linear, isotropic elastic~E520.0 GPa;G57.14 GPa!. The fluid

Fig. 7 „a… Periodic arrangement of cylindrical canals, repre-
senting either Haversian porosity, or canalicular porosity; and
„b… unit cell of canal and bone matrix
Transactions of the ASME



Table 1 Results of unit cell computations on saturated cortical bone model

Longitudinal Loading Shear Transverse Loading

Haversian
porosity

undrained
El~GPa!

drained
El~GPa! G12~GPa! G23~GPa!

undrained
Etr~GPa!

drained
Etr~GPa!

0.00 20.00 20.00 7.142 7.142 20.0 20.0
0.05 18.70 18.69 5.924 6.240 17.15 16.86
0.10 17.60 17.59 5.004 5.584 15.28 14.86
0.15 16.55 16.54 4.114 5.029 13.93 13.42
0.20 15.41 15.39 3.313 4.444 12.43 11.81
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phase, having the bulk modulus of water~2.1 GPa!, occupied a
cylindrical channel within the bone matrix. The unit cell mod
for varying levels of porosity was subjected to longitudinal a
transverse numerical compression tests under both undrained
drained conditions using methods presented in Swan@37#.

Some results are shown in Table 1. When bone is stres
longitudinally in an undrained manner, the peak calculated fl
pressure in the Haversian canals are consistently in the range
percent of the applied uniaxial stress. When the bone is stre
uniaxially in an undrained manner in directions transverse to
long axis, calculated peak fluid pressures in the Haversian ca
are about 16 percent of the applied stress. To achieve such
stresses, it should be re-emphasized that the bone must be str
quickly enough so as to respond in an undrained fashion,
so rapidly there is no time for the fluid to flow. Since the Have
sian porosities treated in these unit cell models are alig
either in the transverse or longitudinal directions, the analy
indicates no fluid pressure buildup when bone is subjected
states of pure shear stress in the principal material coordina
However, for oblique channels~such as Volksman canals and/
canaliculi! pure shear would indeed lead to buildup of flu
pressures and thus fluid flow. The expected difference in sh
term undrained Young’s moduli and long-term fully draine
Young’s moduli of cortical bone when loaded in the longitudin
direction is very modest, even for 20 percent Haversian poros
Eundrained/Edrained'1.0013. For transverse loading, Haversian p
rosities on the order of 20 percent result inEundrained/Edrained
'1.05. Since the unit cell models utilized here do not pred
coupling between the fluid and solid phases under pure shear
ing, they result inGundrained/Gdrained51. This unit cell analysis
therefore suggests a peak tand of bone in longitudinal bending o
approximately 0.0006 and a peak tand under transverse loading o
approximately 0.025. The latter peak is large enough to be ea
observable above the background damping from other source

As for the frequency and time scale of apparent viscoelasti
in cortical bone due to fluid flow, there appears to be considera
uncertainty. Salzstein and Pollack@38# found pore pressure relax
ation times to be on the order of 1 s by measuring the electrome
chanical potentials associated with applied loads in cortical bo
More recently, Zhang et al.@39# used analytical models to predic
that fluid pressures in Haversian porosity relax on time scale
microseconds while fluid pressures in canaliculi relax on ti
scales of milliseconds, assuming bone fluid viscosity is that
saline water. Stewart@36# used porous medium finite eleme
analysis, with moduli estimated from the preceding unit c
analysis results, and porosities in agreement with those meas
by Rouhana et al.@40#, to determine that a cortical bone specim
3 mm in diameter and 17 mm in length should exhibit a peak tad
in bending near 10 MHz if transversely cut, and near 1 MHz
longitudinally cut. Such frequencies are well beyond those use
the present study.

All tan d values for all the wet tests were higher than all tand
values for the corresponding dry tests. In addition to the abse
of fluid flow in dry bone, drying also can alter the mobility o
groups in the collagen macromolecules in bone. Collagen
natural fibrous polymer. As with other polymers, viscoelastic
arises due to molecular motions. Wetting of bone may facilit
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molecular motions, as a plasticizer facilitates molecular motio
in synthetic polymers. Collagen is highly constrained by cro
links and close apposition with mineral crystallites. A broad d
tribution of tand is expected from such a molecular mobilit
mechanism. By contrast, a fluid flow related damping proc
would give rise to a Debye peak, about one decade~a factor of
ten! wide in the frequency domain. That is provided there is on
one length scale associated with the fluid filled channels~i.e.,
Haversian canals or canaliculi, but not both!. The role of the fluid
within the matrix itself is currently unknown. Even so, since e
pected behavior from macroscopic fluid flow differs so much fro
molecular mechanisms, it is of interest to use air-dried bone a
control.

No obvious Debye peaks are evident in the present res
Among the transverse results in Fig. 5, tand is highest for the wet
condition in bending. Such behavior is qualitatively consiste
with the results of the finite element predictions, but the elevat
in tand is considerably broader than a Debye peak, which cov
only about one decade. The expected peak may have been b
ened~and thus decreased in height! due to the variety of pore size
present in bone. It is also possible that due to the small speci
size and relatively high permeability, the peak in tand might be at
a high frequency, 1 to 10 MHz@36# above those accessible in th
study. If the peak occurs at such high frequencies, then fluid flo
freely in response to physiological mechanical stresses, and
pressure buildup occurs in the Haversian systems.

While viscoelasticity at the lowest frequencies was attributed
viscous-like motion at the cement lines by Lakes and Saha@4#, the
cause of the increase of viscoelasticity at the highest frequen
has not been identified. Lakes et al.@41# considered fluid flow in
connection with ultrasonic effects in bone; however, in this stu
we observed increasing damping with frequency in both wet
dry bone. The damping cannot, therefore, be primarily due to fl
flow. A molecular mechanism of the organic portion of the bone
suggested. The rise in damping at high frequency is character
of a rubbery material. It is possible that molecules or molecu
groups have the degree of mobility found in rubbery polyme
The ground substance at the cement line boundaries may be
sidered as a candidate region these molecules might occupy.

5 Conclusions
Human cortical bone exhibits a greater tand when wet than

when dry. All the results have in common a relative minimum
tand over a frequency range, 1 to 100 Hz, which is predominan
found in normal activities. The observed minimum in damping
inconsistent with a shock-absorbing role for bone@21# based on its
viscoelastic response. Over the frequency range studied, the
no definitive evidence of a damping peak that could be attribu
to fluid flow. If, as suggested by finite element analysis, the p
indeed occurs above 100 kHz, then fluid flows freely in respo
to physiological mechanical stresses, and no pressure buildup
curs in the Haversian systems.
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